A multivariate approach to reveal biomarker signatures for disease classification: application to mass spectral profiles of cerebrospinal fluid from patients with multiple sclerosis.
Mass spectral profiles from cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) are used as input to a novel multivariate approach to select features responsible for the separation of patients with multiple sclerosis (MS) from control groups. Our targeted statistical approach makes it possible to systematically remove features in the spectral fingerprints masking the components expressing the disease pattern. The low molecular weight CSF proteome from 54 patients with MS and a range of other neurological diseases (OND), as well as neurological healthy controls (NHC), is analyzed in replicates using mass spectral profiling. Statistically validated partial least-squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) models are created as a first step to separate the groups. Using the group membership as a target, the most discriminatory projection in the multivariate space spanned by the spectral profiles is revealed. From the resulting target-projected component, the spectral regions most significantly contributing to group separation are identified using the nonparametric discriminating variable (DIVA) test together with the so-called selectivity ratio (SR) plot. Our approach is general and can be applied for other diseases and instrumental techniques as well.